INTRODUCTION
In recent years, there have been a number of studies on convergence in distribution of products of random matrices (see [14, 6, 8, 1, 4, 11, 51) . Some of these studies are quite general and involve real matrices. However, there remain many open questions and many problems remain unsolved even in the much simpler case of bistochastic matrices (i.e., nonnegatives matrices with each row and column sum one). For example, if A i, A 2, . . . . is a sequence of i.i.d. (that is, independent and identically distributed) dx d bistochastic matrices (with usual topology), then how can we decide in terms of easiZy verifiable conditions on the support of the distribution of A i whether the sequence of products M, = A, A, . . . A, converges in distribution to some limiting distribution and how can we identify the limit? Note that d x d stochastic matrices form a compact Hausdorff topological semigroup with respect to matrix multiplication and M. Rosenblatt in [ 143 studied this problem for stochastic matrices by utilizing a previous theorem of his where he extended Kawada-It6's result and gave a necessary and sufficient condition for the weak convergence of the convolution iterates p" of a probability measure p on a compact semigroup. Although his necessary and sufficient condition is nice, there is still the difficulty of determining the smallest two-sided ideal of the semigroup generated by the support of the distribution of Ai, and Rosenblatt's theorem required first the determination of this ideal. The purpose of this paper is to extend Rosenblatt's work further in the special case of d x d bistochastic matrices as well as in the 71 general noncompact case and the noncompact case of d x d nonnegative matrices. We organize the paper as follows. In Section 2, we present a necessary and sufficient condition for the weak convergence of (pfl) in a general locally compact semigroup. The condition here is in a simpler form than the one originally given by Rosenblatt in the compact case. In this section, we also present other results that are needed later and some results on nonnegative matrices.
In Section 3, we present some results on the structure of dx d bistochastic matrices. In Section 4, we utilize the results in Sections 2 and 3 to obtain our results on the weak convergence of pH in bistochastic matrices. In Section 5, we present complete solutions of the problem for the cases d=2, d=3, and d=4.
It is relevant to point out that definitions of terms such as convolution in a semigroup, a completely simple semigroup, etc., are all given in detail in [12] , and therefore, are not repeated here.
WEAK CONVERGENCE OF p" IN A SEMIGROUP
First, we present a general theorem on the weak convergence of (p"). THEOREM 2.1. Let S be a locally compact second countable Hausdorff semigroup and p be a probability measure on the Bore1 subsets of S. Suppose that s= ij s;, n=, where S, is the support of ,u.
Suppose that the sequence (,u" : n Z 1 } is a tight sequence; that is, given E > 0, there is a compact set K, such that for all n > 1, u"(K,) > 1 -E. Then the sequence (l/n) Ci =, ,uk converges weakly to a probability measure v, where S, is the kernel K of S. The group factor G of K (which is completely simple) is compact. The sequence u" converges weakly to v iff there does not exist a subgroup H of K such that the following conditions hold:
1. H is a normal subgroup of the group eKe = G, where e is the identity of H, 2 . YXc H, where Y is the set of all idempotents in Ke and X is the set of all idempotent elements in eK, 3. eS,e cgH for some gE G/H. Furthermore, p" converges weakly iff lim inf,S; is nonempty, where we define lim inf, SF as {x E S : for every open set V(x) containing x, there exists a positive integer N such that n 3 N implies that V(x) n SF is nonempty}.
ProoJ The first part and most of this theorem follows from Theorem 4.1 in [lo]. It follows from there that S,. = K and that the mapping 0 0: (x,g,y)-+x.g.y from Xx G x Y to K, where XS the set of all idempotents in Ke, G = eKe, and Y c the set of all idempotents in eK (e being any fixed idempotent in K and the set of all idempotents in K being nonempty), is an isomorphism if we define the multiplication in Xx G x Y as
Theorem 4.1 [lo] also tells us that the sequence pL" converges weakly to a probability measure v iff there does not exist a normal subgroup H of G such that
with YXc H for some g E G\ H.
To finish the proof, we show that (1) is equivalent to the condition eSl,e c gH.
To this end, suppose that (2) eS,e = e(S,e) e = (ex) gH( Ye) = egHe = gH implying (2). Next we prove the last part of the theorem. Note that weak convergence of the sequence $' to the probability measure v easily implies that S, c lim inf, SC. To prove the converse, let us assume that lim inf,S; is nonempty. Then it is easy to verify that lim inf,, SE is an ideal of S (because of the very definition of S). We establish the converse by contradiction.
Let us assume that (p") does not converge weakly. Then by the first part of the theorem, it follows that there exists a normal subgroup H of the group G ( 3 eKe) such that for each positive integer N and some g E G\H,
es; e c g"H,
where e and K are as before.
[Note that the inclusion above follows for each n since (1) 
where [eU(z) e] -' denotes the inversion in G. Now K, being the kernel of S, is a subset of lim inf,, SE so that y and z are both elements of lim inf,, SE, Hence, there exists a positive integer N such that U(y)nS,NZd4 U(z)nS,N##. This means that x E H. Thus, H cannot be a proper subgroup of G and this is a contradiction.
Q.E.D.
We remark that Theorem 2.1 makes a very important point, namely that there will be convergence in distribution of products of i.i.d. d x d real or complex matrices if we know that the support of ~1, the distribution of one of these, contains an idempotent element and the sequence (p") is tight (since in this case, lim inf, S; is nonempty).
The next three theorems are important and needed in the context of the present paper. We simply state them. THEOREM 2.2 [9] .
Let S be a (multiplicative) semigroup of d x d bistochastic matrices closed in the usual topology. Then, it has a kernel K which is a finite group. THEOREM 2.3 [2] .
Let S be a semigroup of d x d real matrices such that S has a completely simple kernel K. Then, K=m(S), where m(S) is the set of all matrices in S with minimal rank. THEOREM 
[S]
. Let u and S be as in Theorem 2.1. Then the sequence ,u" is tight $7 S has a completely simple kernel K with a compact group factor in its product representation such that for any open set G 1 K,
Below we show that we can be more specific (than in the general Theorem 2.1) for products of 3 x 3 and 2 x 2 random nonnegative matrices. THEOREM 2.5. Let u be a probability measure on 3 x 3 nonnegative matrices (with usual topology and matrix multiplication). Let S = u,*= 1 Sz.
Suppose that (p") is tight and that S, is not contained in any finite group of invertible (rank 3) 3 x 3 nonnegative matrices. Then (u") converges weakly iff there exists an idempotent e in S such that eeeS,e. (Note that when S, is contained in a finite group, easy necessary and sufficient conditions for the weak convergence of u" are well-known.)
Proof
By the tightness of (p"), it follows from Theorem 2.1 that there is a completely simple kernel K of S and this kernel, by Theorem 2.3, consists of all matrices in S with minimal rank. If K= {0}, then, of course, OE 0. S, -0 and by Theorem 2.1, ,u" converges weakly to the unit mass at the zero matrix. Suppose that the rank of the matrices in K is 1. In this case, for any idempotent e in K, eKe is a compact group of rank 1 nonnegative matrices, and, therefore, eKe must be a singleton, in particular, eKe = {e} so that since eS,e c eKe, {e} = eS,e and in this case, p" converges weakly by Theorem 2.1. Suppose that the rank of the matrices in K is 2 and that there exists an idempotent e, in S such that e, E e,S,e,. (Note that we have only assumed e, in S. We do not know if this e, belongs to K.) Then rank(e,)32. If rank(e,)= 3, then e, is the identity matrix and then S, = eoSpeO contains the identity matrix. By the second part of Theorem 2.1, it follows that p" converges weakly. If rank(e,) = 2, then e, E K (by Theorem 2.3). Again it follows by Theorem 2.1 that ,uL" converges weakly since the condition (3) in Theorem 2.1 cannot hold as e0 E e,S,e,. Finally, if the rank of the matrices in K is 2 and CL" converges weakly, then for any idempotent e in K, the compact group eKe (being a compact group of nonnegative matrices) must be finite, in fact, eKe can have at most two elements (see [9] ) so that eS,e is either (e} or all of eKe. In either case, eEeS,e.
Let us remark that a similar theorem holds for 2 x 2 nonnegative matrices.
Finally in this section we state without proof a general theorem on weak convergence and then give a necessary and sufficient condition for tightness in nonnegative matrices. (As far as we know, these theorems, as all the results in this section except for Theorem 2.2 through 2.4, are new.) THEOREM 2.6. Let S be a locally compact second countable semigroup, u a Bore1 probability measure on S, and S = u,"= , Si. Suppose that (,u" ) is tight. Then S has a completely simple kernel K. Suppose that either S is abelian or K is compact. Then there exist elements a,E K such that the sequence un * oUn converges weakly to a probability measure v such that S,, c K.
(The proof of this theorem is not simple. It is omitted here since the theorem, although relevant in our context, is of a different character than the other results in this paper.)
Our last theorem in this section gives a necessary and sufficient condition for tightness of the sequence (pL") in Ax d nonnegative matrices. THEOREM 2.7. Let u be a probability measure on. d x d nonnegative matrices (with usual topology and matrix multiplication). Let S = U,?= , Sl. Let J be the set of all matrices in S, which have at least one zero row or one zero column or both, and m(S) be the set of matrices in S with the minimal rank.
Suppose that m(S) n J'#$.
Then the sequence (u") is tight iff S is compact. (Note that m(S) n S # 4 is a verifiable condition.) Furthermore, $ instead of assuming m(S) n J'# Q we assume only that 0 4 S, then the tightness of the sequence (u") implies that S is nearly compact; that is, there is M> 0 such that for each x in S, min,,j x,~< M.
Conversely, if u(J) = 0 and for some positive integer N, uN { the strictly positive matrices in S ) > 0, then near compactness of S implies the tightness of (p").
Proof. We need to prove only the "only if" part. Suppose that ($) is tight. By Theorem 2.1, (l/n) Cz= 1 pLk converges weakly to a probability measure v and S, is the completely simple kernel of S with a compact group factor. By Theorem 2.3, S, = m(S). Let x~m(S) nJ". Then x . m(S). x is a compact group of nonnegative matrices. Let e be the identity of this group. Then, e E J" and we have em(S) e = x . m(S). x. Since m(S) is an ideal of S, em(S) e = eSe. The proof will be complete when we establish the following property: The rest is simple. The converse part follows from [S] or [6] . Q.E.D.
We remark that when m(S) c J, S need not be compact in order that (p") is tight. Examples demonstrating this are not difficult to find. Proof: Consider the set of all partition of D satisfying (a), (b) , and (c) in Definition 3.1. This set is nonempty since the trivial partition {D j belongs to it. Since this set is finite, it is clear that there exists a base. To prove its uniqueness, let us consider two partitions (8) and {Y,, y2, ."> Y,} (9) each satisfying (a), (b) , and (c) above.
Consider the partition of all possible sets of the form X, n Y, (called the refinement of (8) and (9) 
It follows from (lo), (1 1 ), and (13) ProoJ By [9] , K is a finite group and every element in K has the same base as that of e. In fact, if (C,, cz,-, C,) is the base of e, then given any y in K, there is a permutation rc(y) on the set { 1, 2, . . . . ~3 such that yhc, is a strictly positive block or an all zero block according as j = n( y ) [ i] or not. Now let y E S. Then ye E K, Since K is a group, there is an element z E K such that z. ye = e. But z . y E K and (zy) e = zy. Thus, zy = e.
Let u E Ci, v E Cj. Then if j # i, e,, = 0, and
Since for each k E Cn(rICi,, ,?,k > 0, it is clear that the block
is a nonzero block iff j= i. This means that for the element y, the partition {C,, c,, ..', c,> satisfies conditions (a) , (b) , and (c) in the definition of the base, so that the base of y can only be finer than that of e.
Q.E.D.
In what follows, we write x z y if x has the same nonzero block as y with respect to the base of y. Next, we show that e is the identity of L(x). To this end, let e' be the identity of L(x). Then there is a subsequence pi such that xPrk + e'.
Note that L(x) is the kernel of the semigroup closure( (x":n 3 1)) so that by Lemma 3.2, the base of e' is coarser than that of x. Thus, the base of e' is coarser than that of e. Since xPlk + e' and xk z c, it is clear that e' and e have the same base. This implies, of course, that e' = P'. Now we claim that nk x +e as n-+cc.
Suppose that fE L(xk). Then,fe =f(since e is the identity of L(x") c L(x)). But it is clear that f~ e, since xk z e. Thus, fe = e. Thus, L(xk) = {e}. Since for 1 <sbk, X nK+A+e.x",
In what follows, we say: x E P(e), where e is an idempotent in B,, if x # e and x belongs to a group with e as identity. Note that if f c,, c,, . . . . C,} is the base of e, then every permutation n on { 1,2, . . . . r} produces an element x E P(e), where for 1 < i < r.
x I c, x c, is a strictly positive block with each entry equals / C;l~' = 1 Cjl -~' or an all zero block according to j= x(i) or not. Every element in P(e) occurs in this way.
Let I denote the set of all idempotents in B,. Denote by P, the set U {P(e):eEZ).
Let us use the following notations; which will be used below and in later sections.
R= {x~ B,J lim x"=e,}, E-X where eO is the element in B, with rank one. Proof: Let us first show that S' c S. Let a E A. Then there exists x E C such that either x = a or else x E S* and x % a. Let e -a (that is, a and e have the same base), where e is an idempotent. Let (C,, Cz, . . . . C,} be the base of a as well as e. Then a corresponds to a permutation rc on { 1, 2, *.., r > such that for 1 < i < r, a) c, x c,(il is the nonzero block of CI. It is easily verified that xe=a=ex.
By Lemma 3.3, e E L(x) so that a = ex also belongs to L(x). Thus, A c S or SC s. Now we claim that K', the kernel of S', is an ideal of S. To this end, we note that for any y E C, there exists an e E 1 such that y -e and y z a for some UE P(e). By earlier arguments, ye = a. Let e' be the identity of K'. Then yee' = ae'. By Lemma 3.2, the base of e' is coarser than the base of any element in S' and therefore, it is coarser than the base of e since a above belongs to S' and a-e. This means that ee' = e' so that ye' = ae'
Similarly, K'Sc K'. This means that K' is an ideal of S and therefore, Kc K'. Since K' is simple, K = K'.
WEAK CONVERGENCE OF p" IN B,
Let ,u be a probability measure in dx d bistochastic matrices with support S,. Let S= U,"=, SF. Then S is the closed (in fact, compact) semigroup generated by S, where the topology in B, is the usual topology. We define the nth convolution iterate as usual as
where Ax-' = (y E S( yxe A}. Weak convergence is defined as usual. See [12] for details. Q.E.D.
THEOREM 4.2. Let p and S be as before in B,. Suppose that S, n (IuI')#q$ where I is the set of all idempotent elements in S and I' = {s E S 1 s z e for some idempotent e in S}. Then ,uL" converges weakly.
ProoJ: Immediate from Theorem 2.1.
Q.E.D. Proof. Note that if x E S n R, then e, E S so that the kernel K of S is the singleton (e,}. Since by Theorem 2.2, $(G) -+ 1 as n -+ 00 for any open set G I K, the theorem follows.
THEOREM 4.4. Suppose that S, c IJ,, p T(a). Let A = {a E P; S,, n T(a)' = d}. Suppose that v is a probability measure with support A. Then u" converges weakly iff v" converges weakly.
Proof: Let S= U,"= 1 S",, S' = U,"= r A". By Lemma 3.4, both S and S' have the same kernel. Let e be the identity of this kernel. Then for any g in the kernel, S,.g=S,.e.g=S,:e.g=S,;g since for any x E S,, there exists y E S, such that x =ye and conversely, for any ye S,, there exists XES, such that x= ye (look at the proof of Lemma 3.4). The theorem now follows by Theorem 4.1.
We will apply these results in section 5 to solve the problem completely for d= 2, d= 3, and d=4. For a probability measure p on 2 x 2 bistochastic matrices, if S, contains an element
O<a<l, then pLn converges weakly to the unit mass at e, = (i/ii $), since the kernel is {e,}; otherwise, S, c (,!, 7 ) u (y A). In this case, ;(n converges weakly to the uniform distribution on this two-point group or the unit mass at the identity matrix, unless S, is a singleton other than the identity matrix.
3 x 3 Bistochastic Matrices
Let /A be a probability measure on 3 x 3 bistochastic matrices with usual topology, with support S,.
Consider the following subsets:
Al-( ( ; l;a l~a~:o<a<'>a~l,2~, and, Let {e,(the identity matrix), e2, 3, 4, e e e5, e6} be the six permutation matrices where each of (e,, e3, 4 e } has order 2 and each of { e5, e6 } has order 3.
Consider the three idempotent matrices (with rank 2) given by Let Z={el,fi,fi,f3), P=(e2,e3,e4,es,e6), A=AluA2uA3, and R = (I u P u A)'. Then the following results hold:
(i) If S,n R#& then ,u" converges to the unit mass at e, (the bistochastic matrix with all the entries the same). In case S, nZ# 4, then ZP converges to the uniform distribution on a finite subgroup. If S,n CLLfd~~ u-41 +h th en the limit is the unit mass at one of the elements in {eo,fi ,f2,f3 >.
When the limit exists and is different from the unit mass at one of the elements in {eO,f,,fi,f,}, then S, must be contained in a finite subgroup and the limit is the uniform distribution on the smallest such subgroup.
(ii) Suppose that S, c P. When S, is either a singleton or contained in {e2, e3, e4 >, then ,u" does not converge; otherwise, p" converges and the limit is the uniform distribution on the subgroup {e,, e2, e3, e4, e5, e,}, unless S, = (e,, e6} in which case the limit is the uniform distribution on the subgroup (e,, e,, e3}.
In this case, one can use the classical Kawada-It6 theorem.
Proof of Case 2 (a) . Note that in what follows, the set P contains the elements fi', g;, xk, y,, z,, where l<i,m<6, l<k<9, l<j<3, lGtt8, and the set Z contains the elements ei,fi, gk, e, where 0 G i < 4, 1 <j < 6, 1 <k d 3. All these elements have been described in the Appendix.
Let ,4={a~PIS,nT(cz)'#~}, Then A,={a,b}cA. Let v be a probability measure with support A. We prove that v" converges weakly and then use Theorem 4.4.
First, we determine K, the kernel of s' = U,"= I A". This happens if A, is one of the subsets in (14) . In this case, the only proper normal subgroup is H = { gi } and A.' gJ = gi $ Z-Z, 1~ i < 6. Hence, vn (and therefore, @') converges.
(iii) K= {ei}, for i= 1, 2, 3 or 4. This happens when A0 is one of the elements in (15). In this case, pLn converges to the unit mass at ej.
(iv) K= {g,}, for i= 1, 2 or 3. This happens when A, is one of the sets in (16). In this case $ also converges.
(v) When A0 is one of the sets in (17), then S' = {fi', fi, xi, e} and K= {fi,fi}.
The only proper normal subgroup of K is then {fi} and xif.' =A.'+ H.
Thus, v" converges weakly and therefore, so does $'.
(vi) When A, is one of the sets in (18), then S'= {g;, g,, xi, e) and K = { gj, gi}. In this case, the only proper normal subgroup of K is H= {gi} and xig;=gj$ H. Thus, v" converges; consequently, $ converges. 
